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President
Charles J. LaBlonde

WE BEGIN A. NEW CYCLE!

As I noted in the last TELL, the life of our society seems to run in two
year cycles . With this issue of TELL we begin a new cycle, one which encom-
pass our 50th birthday and other exciting events . On the reverse of this
page you will find the names of your fellow members who have volunteered
their time and energy to make AHPS great. There are many familiar names
and some new names . On behalf of the AHPS membership I want to thank all
of our officers, past and present . Without them there would be no AHPS.

Special congratulations are due Dale Eggen and the members of the Literature
Research Group . The AHPS "INDEX" received a gold medal with felicitations
at SESCAL . That a great job!!!

Recently I had the pleasure of serving as an apprentice judge at SUNPEX in

Sunnyvale, California . As you know, SUNPEX is the site of our 1987 National
Convention in November . The show is small, friendly and very well run.
It is the smallest and least expensive national show in terms of frame fees.
I encourage everyone to make plans for a SUNPEX exhibit and a SUNPEX visit
in November . A two day visit in Sunnyvale is a perfect way to start or end
a California vacation or a trip to Hawaii . The SUNPEX committee is very
enthusiastic about our Convention . Our chairman, Bruce Marsden, already
has some great ideas for the convention . Any of our Bay Area members who
would like to help Bruce, please contact him ; as a new father, he's finding
extra demands on his time . Prospectus and hotel info will be available from
him in April.

With great sadness I report to you the death of our longtime member and dear
friend -- Joe (Grossman) Dreve of Memphis, TN.

See you at SUNPEX!II!!
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

Here I am on THANKSGIVING Day completing TELL two days late! Everything
seems to happen in November . Were it not for a lot of "bending over backwards
help" in Santa Paula, I could not do as well . Do you have any idea of what
it takes to put a TELL together?

Thanks to P. Guinand, Morges, Switzerland for giving an update on the Thomas
Kendall, MOSTLY CLASSICS article on "Standing Helvetias ." I will publish
those corrections in a later issue of TELL .

	

Your help is appreciated.

Who is HENRY GITNER? In this and later issues of TELL you will see some
new advertising of quality material . He has written a recent article in
TELL, and many of our members got to at least meet him at AMERIPEX. I tried
to talk to him, but his booth was too busy! We appreciate the advertising.

Our thanks to Dale Eggen for taking time to bring us important information
on the upcoming 50th ANNIVERSARY OF AHPS! Congratulations on a GOLD at SESCAL
+ for the "INDEX ." See article this issue in rear of TELL.

I appreciate the effort all chairmen and officers have been making to get
their material to me prior to the deadline . It makes it easier to keep up!

QUALITY CONTROL . Publisher Leroy Wanamaker has been making great efforts

toward getting better quality control . I have tried to redo material so
as to make it more pleasing to read . However, in doing so I often make

mistakes . Often it is a toss-up as to read your mistakes or mine . Anyway,
you understand - paste ups take too much time when you don't have it!

ON THE MATTER OF BOOK AND CATALOG REVIEWS . In the next issue of TELL we
hope to give you some views on the issue of writing "reviews" by either myself

or Dr . Felix Ganz . Why do it? Up till now, Dr . Ganz has been acting as

"clearing house" for in-Society purchases . This is a real service to us!

INTERSTAMP's Stefan Kekko has been running some interesting material at what
looks like reasonable prices . Please look through the ads in TELL for the
material you need . Our dues are low, making advertising a necessity for
us to keep going as we have been the past couple of years.

HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY "News Letter" is a nice little publication put
out in England . Write Honorary Editor : Mrs . E . J . Rawnsley, 3 Cranford

Gardens, Victoria drive, Bangor Regis, W . Sussex P021 2EL England for more
information on the Society . Make some friends across the Atlantic!

Coming in November is our Convention at SUNPEX . For official entry blank
write EXHIBIT CHAIRMAN, P 0 Box 60082, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 . Get an early
start . Ask for information on hotel reservations and the like early.

SUNPEX is a qualifying exhibition for the APS Annual World Series of Philately Competition.
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"MRS . AHPS " - SOPHIE RUSER

COUNTDOWN 50TH YEAR

by Steve Turchik

Stamps

Swiss Wood-Carved Trophy
58th Exhibit Grand Award

By Edith M. Fisher

Sophie Buser
Recently pictured by Steve Turchik

Looking through my "archives," I came across the
article from the Bergen Evening Record datedMarch
6, 1948 . It shows the Grand Award of the show by
the Helvetia Society . Also it shows how very active
this wonderful lady was promoting Swiss philately
all over the country . Even today she is still doing
her very best.

Thinking she was President of the Helvetia Society
at that time, I consulted our Gold-winning "Index"
to see for sure . No, she was President and Editor
for 1951 & 1952 . As this was the first I needed
to check on things in the "Index," I was surprised
at the long list of articles she had written over
the years . Simply wonderful!

Dale Eggen will be writing about things in the past,

so I am not going to try to steal his "thunder ."
Still I want to record this item in our history book.

And isn't that a wonderful Grand Award!

6 TELL

Details were given here Thursday
of the forthcoming Garfield-Perry
Stamp Club's exhibition . Today we
are illustrating the handsome tro-
phy which will be awarded by the
Helvetia Society as the Grand
Award of the Show . It Is an unusual
hand-carved wooden statue made
by a famous Swiss wood-carver . A
delightfully different trophy . The
birds in the design are strikingly
similar to the design on some of
the recent Lichtenstein issues.

Sophie Buser of Lyndhurst will
take to Cleveland all the top notch
Swiss material which is to be on
show by Invitation . It was she who
forwarded the photograph of the
trophy. The show and party dales
are March 19, 20, 21 and many col-
lectors from Bergen County are
planning to attend.
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LIECHTENSTEINPOSTAGE STAMPS

Greetings for the New Year to everyone! Hope you had a pleasant holiday
season.

The new issues have been announced for this year . The topics include the
75th Anniversary of Liechtenstein stamps . Europa-Architecture, fish, and
later in the year, the Calgary Winter Olympics . Should be an interesting
program.

Word from Europe is that a number of fake cancels have been showing up on
FL material . The phonies are fatter and less clear than the originals.
Important dates and special cancels are involved . Beware of postally used
cover deals that seem too good to be true . Write to me for a copy of the
cancels involved.

Does anyone know if certain units in the old Imperial Austrian army were
composed mainly of men from Liechtenstein? If such units existed, how about
a list of Feldpost numbers.

The ring had an interesting piece on FL machine cancels . Many more varieties
were shown in the LBK . Also included are such modern curiosities as cancels
with the slogan inverted ; including one with a skier going uphill!

Figures released by the Philatelic unit show higher overallsubscription
sales during the 1884-1985 period. This is encouraging news . USA still
is fifth place overall behind France . Those figures hopefully will improve
this year in light of the FL's positive press at the New York art show and
AMERIPEX.

Among the festivities for the Prince's 80th birthday was the unveiling of
an impressive stone monument and a dinner of "Senior Lowlanders" (300 senior
citizens all over 75) . Both of these events took place in Schaan.

The Ring sales manager will no longer accept FDC's in the member circuits.
It's the old case of supply and demand . Even soaked off the covers the stamps
are still less desirable because of the special non-postal cancellation.

Did you know that the recent Christmas Angel stamps were designed by the
retired priest of Vaduz--Ludwig Schnüringer.

Lots of beautiful material seen in the auction catalogs of Hans Schwarzenbach
(Limmatquai 72, 8001 Zurich) and from Wilfried Fuchs (Boelckestrasse 18,
Ditzingen, D-7257, Federal Republic of Germany) . One of the items are a
registered cover with the 1934 sheet as franking, and that originally was
used to mail two mint sheets from the Exhibition . Talk about something for
the person with everything!

I have just learned that the Stamp Collector Philatelic Calendar for 1987
will feature Liechtenstein as the featured country for June 1987 . Seven
stamps shown in full color! Details from Stamp Collector, P 0 Box 10, Albany,
OR 97321 . Nice calendar featuring romantic and remote areas.

On that note I'll close for now. Please write with news and views . Good
collecting!

	

Aloha,

HAROLD STRONG, PO Box 15027, Honolulu, HA 96815
TELL 7February 1987



READING OLD MAIL IS FUN!

	

By Henry Ratz

One of the great side benefits of philately comes from reading the
messages some of these older mail pieces contain. Postcards, in particular,
are fun to decipher ; sometimes a whole inside world or half a life drama
are revealed in such short spaces . Take, for example, the first 5 pictures
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shown here . They span a correspondence of some 27 years, written by a
fairly passionate sister (she also signs that way " soeur " ) to her brother

Robert who immigrated to the USA early this century . The writer is some-

where on that lead-in photograph (which is the front side of the first
card above), taken in front of her apt . house (in my hometown Biel) . Jud-

ging by the rather mature handwriting I would guess it ' s one of the two

women on the second floor left-hand balcony(3rd floor for Americans).
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As you can see, she really uses up the available s pace . Some cards she
even turns twice in order to get the last few words into the last few mm 2 .
On her Nov . 23, 1911 card she even manages to get one more message across
in a big way by overwriting her regular text with "LA BOHNELI EST DEVANT
LA MAISON " , referring to (I believe) either her daughter or her niece
Böhneli (common Swiss diminutive nickname) as standing in front of the
building . We also learn from that card that there was an earthquake in Biel
that month.
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The next card I found was written 17 years later, in which she thanks her

brother for his last two cards but at the same time implores him to write
her a long, long letter wherein , she hopes, he would tell her that he will
return to Switzerland (I am sure there are a few among you who own similar
messages from home . . .) . In the meantime, the sister has moved from Biel to

Solothurn.

Well, Robert did not return, as we can see from additional cards addressed
to him by his sister . By now, she has finally moved to Geneva, her favorite
place . The card from Nov .19, 1936 acknowledges his demand for a long-overdue
missive, but sister claims that she is " rien bien" (good for nothing) these
days and that she did not have the courage to write . She expresses her gra-
titude to know that he at least has work (depression hit Switzerland as hard
as the rest of the world).

The last card, dated Oct .19, 1938 . Sister expresses her concern over the fast
approaching war in Europe and if it should come, she thinks that they can

say each other goodbye as it would certainly be the end of everything . (As a
historical footnote to this remark : For some strange reasons - be it general
French-style defeatism or not being able to understand the propaganda BS on
the shortwaves - the French Swiss were generally speaking a lot more afraid
of Hitler than the Swiss Germans were and it was certainly a very important
point the Swiss Council took into consideration when choosing a

commander-in-chief for the army during WWII; they appointed General Henri Guisand from
the French-speaking part of Switzerland . It certainly helped to uplift the
Gallic morale .) Unfortunately, the sister had to move again as the apt.
house was sold and is being transformed . Her son, Roger, is a medic in the
Swiss army and is paying off his non-com stripes in the hospital of Geneva.
Sister, by the way, never refers to a husband, at least not in these cards
I found in that dealer ' s box.

Picture 6 is almost self-explanatory . It ' s about the " pleasures" of an in-
ternational stamp dealer in Lausanne who is trying to collect from one of

our former philatelist friend for stamps he sent overseas many months before.

Needless to say, I did not acquire these cards to prey into the personal

affairs of their senders or recipients, I simply got them for their postmarks
which I collect.

A pretty cover observed at a recent Swiss auction . It changed hands at
33,000 sFr . + 15%, that ' s about $22,300 at today's exchange rate.
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A VISIT TO SWITZERLAND

by

Benjamin T. Wright

In the world of sports, Switzerland is an important country, having long
been a center of activity for many of them during the past century . In fact,
the headquarters of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), as well as

no less than nine International Federations are based in Switzerland.

As a result, there has also long been a philatelic relationship between the
the sports of the country, although there have not been that many emissions
of sport stamps by Switzerland, the governmental policy concerning them being
in general quite conservative.

As an international official in the sport of figure skating, it has been
my privilege to visit Switzerland regularly, especially since the Internation-

al Skating Union (ISU), the world governing body of both speed and figure
skating and the oldest winter sports federation founded in 1892, is headquar-
tered in Davos . As a result, I again visited the country in 1986, this time
Geneva, for the 1986 World Figure Skating Championships.

Although efforts were made by both the City of Geneva and the Swiss Skating
Federation to obtain the issuance of a stamp (or at least a slogan cancel)
in recognition of the event, both were unavailing, although there were
precedents for a stamp, since one had been issued in 1965 (Scott 47O, Zm . 438)

on the occasion of the World Figure Skating Championships that year in Davos

(the last championships held completely out of doors!) . Another stamp issued
in 1976 (Scott 619, Zm . 581) for World Speed Skating Championships, also
held in Davos on the rink of the International Skating Club of that town,
founded in 1894 and one of the oldest clubs in the world still inexistence
on it's original site . The two stamps cited are the only ones so far issued
by Switzerland specifically for ice skating.

It is conceivable that the reluctance of the PTT to issue a stamp for the
1986 World Championships was due to the circumstances surrounding the 1977
World Championships in Davos, although obviously weather was not a factor

in the former instance! In 1977, because of a continuing "föhn" wind, the
outdoor speed skating track in Davos became a "lake" and the championships
were continually postponed for over a week until finally called off alto-
gether, there being no ice . The Dutch skating federation, however, offered
to take the event and to hold it at Haverenveen in that country another week
later, which it did very successfully, with last minute television revenue
providing enough funding to pay the costs of both the cancelled event in
Davos and it's transfer and holding in Holland . As a result, 1977 stamp
commerates a championship that was never held, a classic example of the
"story behind the stamp ."
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A VISIT TO SWITZERLAND, Benjamin T . Wright, Continued

Despite the lack of a stamp or cancel in 1986, the PTT did have a counter
operating in the "Patinoire des Vernets" in Geneva, the main area for the
championships, the principal activity seemed to be the mailing of postcards
abroad for those persons in attendance! All current issues were available
at the counter, adjacent to which was an office of the Credit Bank,which
was also selling a set of privately issued commemorative coins of the champ-

ionships.

Last May, a visit was also made to Lugano (to visit relatives), while on
the way to the biennial Congress of the ISU in Austria . In Lugano it was

interesting to find current brochures of the PTT (in French and Italian)
prominently displayed on the reception desk of the hotel, as well as in many
of the stores, promoting the current issues of Switzerland . These brochures
are very fine examples of the printer's art, showing the stamps in full color

and are themselves worthwhile additions to any Swiss collection . Curiously,

the German language edition of the brochure was not on display in Ticino,
although that language is present in many ways throughout the canton in
addition to Italian.

Obviously, for any collector of Swiss stamps, a visit to Switzerland is a
very rewarding experience, regardless of the reasons for being there! For
example, while in Geneva we had the interesting experience of sharing the
same hotel with the OPEC oil ministers and it was most interesting to see
Soviet and other Eastern bloc athletes and their entourages passing by the

Arab oil sheiks and theirs every day, all well guarded by the Swiss army
and police.

All in all it was an interesting experience.

PRESIDENT'S NOTE

	

CHARLES LABLONDE

RELATIVE TO ABOVE ARTICLE ON SKATING

Over the years Switzerland has noted special skating events
with cancels as well as stamps . The World Figure Skating Champ-
ionships were honored with a cancel (4 . 5 . 217) in German and
French . Speedskating was the subject of two other cancels used
in Davos (4 . 5 . 259 and 4 . 5 . 3O4).
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Dear Members,
as always Auction #70 has some interesting and useful Lots . Please

keep in mind that Zumstein has discounts for hinged unused stamps . The

Catalog values shown are with the discount already subtracted.
Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs or

estimated retail values unless otherwise stated.
For Auction #70 1 sfr = $ .60 and the British pound = $1 .42.

The Closing date for Auction #70 is February 8, 1987.

Best Regards ,

William R. Lucas
P . O . Box 2067
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

LOT#	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE
1	 24(Z 22C)5rp 4 frame lines, almost 4 white margins.

Left frame line is albino . Light grille cancel . Color

steak from top of shield to margin is the same color
as ink .

	

Interesting	 $150 .00 Est.

2	 25(Z 22D)used 4 frame line copy . Light SON ZURICH 9
Apr 5-	 $35/40 .00 Est.

3	 28(Z 24D)used 3 frame lines, 3 white margins . Part of
next stamp at top . Plate fault from lower left

rosette to left frame line	 $40/50 .00 Est.
4	 29(Z 26C)used 4 frame lines, 1 plus white margins.

SON cancel ZURICH 8 DEC 59 . Cancel slightly rough	 $75/80 .00 Est.
5	 36(Z 22G)5rp 4 frame lines, 2 plus white margins

Light CDS cancel	 $ 18 .00 Est.
6	 37(Z 23Gb)10rp 4 frame lines, 2 white margins.

Complete frame line from the next stamp on left and
bottom, also part of a 4th stamp to lower left . Nice
light CDS cancel	 $ 25 .00 Est.

7	 37(Z 23G)10rp almost 4 frame lines, 3 plus white
margins . Frame line from next stamp at top . Light
CDS cancel	 $ 15 .00 Est.

8	 37(Z 23G)Used almost 4 frame lines, almost 2 white
margins, part of next stamp at bottom . CDS cancel	 $ 3/4.00 Est.

9	 38(Z 24G)15rp 4 frame lines, almost 4 white margins.
SON GENEVE 9 JUIL 61 CDS cancel . Silk thread is
missing	 $ 50 .00 Est.

10	 39(Z 25G)used 3 plus frame lines, 2 white margins,
part of next stamp to left . Almost SON cancel URICH
26 -0V 62	 $ 30/35 .00 Est.

11	 40(Z 26G)used 40Rp. 3 frame lines and white margins.
Light and hard to read SON CDS cancel 27 JAN 61 	 $ 20/25 .00 Est.

12	 67(Z 51)used, good centering . Almost SON cancel
BERN 17 111 82 . One missing perf	 $810 .10

13	 85(Z 89B)Mint NH, F/VF centering . Normal gum
cracking	 $ 39 .00

14	 88b(Z 92C)unused LH, Good centering	 $405.00
15	 142(Z 162)Mint NH,F/VF centering 	 $ 31 .50
16	 183(Z 130)used F/VF centering . Bold CDS cancel	 $ 2.40
17	 184(Z 131)used VF centering . Bold CDS cancel	 $ 2.70
18	 209(Z 177)used corner CDS cancel . F/VF centering	 $ 2 .70
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LOT#	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE

19	 238/41(Z 211/14)Mint NH, VF centering 	 $102 .00
20	 521/3(Z 483/5CX 11) Strips of five one with control

mark . Mint NH	 $ 4 .00
21	 B131a & b(Z W111 12/13)used, corner CDS cancels 	 $ 48 .00
22

	

B329/33(Z&B329a/31a(Z W1 200/2 & 200L/4L)Mint NH 	 $ 9 .60

SOUVENIR SHEETS

23	 371a(Z W111 38)Mint NH, but very small paper
remnant . Souvenir Sheet	 $ 16 .50

24	 428(Z W111 40)Mint NH . Souvenir Sheet	 $ 10 .50
25	 530(Z W111 45)1971 NABA souvenir sheet . One copy

mint NH, one on PTT FDC and one on cover with show
cancel in German	 $ 5/7 .00 Est.

26	 B80(Z W111 8)unused hinged, Souvenir Sheet . . . . . . . . . $ 50 .50
27	 B116(Z W1 981/991) 1941 Swiss Winter Relief Fund

Souvenir Sheet . Unused light hinged .VF	 $ 63 .00
28	 B116(Z W 1 981/991)souvenir sheet unused light

hinge	 $105 .00
29	 B132(Z Wlll 18)Mint NH . but gum missing upper right

corner '" x'" . Souvenir Sheet	 $ 54 .00
30	 B178(Z W111 31) 1948 IMABA Souvenir Sheet . Mint NH.

Nice	 $ 90 .00
31	 B178a & b(Z W111 29/30)mint NH . Singles from

Souvenir Sheet	 $ 78 .00

32	 B297(Z W11 102)Mint NH .Souvenir Sheet	 $ 54 .00

BLOCK OF FOURS

33	 174(Z 154)used BLOCK OF FOUR . Two CDS cancels
DAVOS-PLATZ 1 .X .21 . VF centering	 $111 .00

34	 243c(Z 215z)used BLOCK OF FOUR . Single centered
SURSEE 10 .11.39 cancel . F/VF centering	 $ 84 .00

35	 306,4o22(Z 275,DV 22) PTT Presentation Booklet With
BLOCK OFFOURS	 $ 2/3 .00 Est.

36	 B324/8(Z W11 113/7)Mint NH Corner BLOCK OF FOURS
With Tabs . Nice	 $ 16.80

37	 347/50(Z 316/19)unused BLOCK OF FOUR, light hinge.

VF centering . 347 has corner crease . Scott Catalog
$20 .00	 $ 14 .50

AIR MAIL - POSTAGE DUES

38	 C3/12 less 8(Z F 3/12 less8)Unused hinged . VF
centering	 $141 .50

39	 C14(Z F 15) 40c unused VLH, VF centering 	 $ 99 .00
40	 (Z P 81 N)100c postage due . Average centering.

Lightly canceled with parts of four cancels	 $ 15 .00
41	 (Z P 911 N) 500c postage due . Average centering.

Almost SON BASEL 26 V 82 cancel	 $ 60 .00

K's - K's - K ' s
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Address inquires to:

HOWARD A . BAUMAN, Slide Chairman
511 Summit Drive
West Bend, WI 53O95

The American Helvetia Philatelic Society now offers SEVEN educational 35mm

color slide programs for use by local stamp clubs.

A. "Switzerland ; A Panorama of it's Postal History and Stamps" surveys

Swiss stamp collecting from the early postmark on a 1699 Geneva
letter to a 1975 commorative featuring the founder of the famous

Fischer Post of 1675.

B. "Pro Juventute Insect Stamps 195O-1957" slides and text discuss

literature, sheet margin markings, varieties, collection sheets,
folders, booklets and first day covers . A specialized study.

C. "Collecting Used Stamps" A short program shows how Swiss collect

stamps . Evaluates cancellations and offers suggestions on how to
improve your collection.

D. "Switzerland's Imperforate Sitting Helvetia Issue 1854-1862" Shows
how to distinguish the eight printings of the "Strubel" stamps by

paper, color shades, imbedded silk security threads, and federal

postmarks . Includes covers with authorized bisects and mixed

frankings.

E . .. "The St . Gotthard Railway of Switzerland, 1882-1982" Slides from

Felix Ganz's "East Thematic Award" shows stamps of the railways route,
tunnel construction, stations, trains, publicity, first day postmarks,
postal stationery, and pre-railway mail carried by foot messengers
and postal coaches over the pass.

F. "NABA-ZURI PARADE through Zurich 1984" includes medieval uniformed
foot couriers, postal vehicles loaned by the PTT museum, floats of
stamp scenes, costumed Cantonal marchers, flag throwers, alpine horn

blowers, colorful bands and more . The parade was organized by the
Swiss National Philatelic Societies in cooperation with the PTT.

The Video Film runs 82 minutes (or any part thereof) ; you will need

a VCR with VHS format.

G. "Ganzsachen" an overview of swiss Postal Stationery illustrates the

many collectors opportunities . It is timely, it shows many of the

entries in Zumsteins' recent specialized handbook.

You are invited to borrow one or more of these programs complete with text
and tape recording . Please fill out the order blank on the reverse side .



ORDER BLANK

No .

	

Title

	

Alternate Dates

Please allow at least one month advance timing to avoid conflicts.

LOAN AGREEMENT . . .INSTRUCTIONS

These valuable slide programs are provided through the generosity of AHPS
members as a free educational project . Special care is requested in their

use.

CONTENTS

		

Every packet includes a tape recording coded to describe
each 35mm color slide, as well as a reading text for more

detailed study .

	

Showings range from fifteen minutes to
an hour.

UNPACKING Carefully remove staples from mailing bag so that you may
reuse it to return packet . If bag is damaged and not safe,
supply a new padded mailing bag from your stationer.

RESPONSIBILITY

		

Programs are available to any local organization, provided

the borrower herein agrees to:

A. Pay a $5.00 handling fee to deliver packet to your club.

B . Assure safe timely return of program materials the day

following showing.

C . Pay return mailing fees via: FIRST CLASS PRIORITY MAIL
INSURED FOR $100.00.

D. Agree to replace lost or damaged slides @ $3 .00 each.

E. Complete and return program report enclosed in packet.

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Signed	 Title	 Club	

Address	

	

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Membership Number AHPS/APS Other 	

Please send this application with $5 .00 handling fee and SASE or card for
assignment confirmation to:

HOWARD A . BAUMAN, Slide Chairman

511 Summit Drive
West Bend, WI 53O95

Please keep one copy of these instructions for reference .



LOT W	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE

42	 (Z K 7111)Tete-Bache pair 5¢. F/VF centering, Parts

of two CDS cancel	 $ 10 .25

43	 (Z K20)Tete-Bache pair 20c . Fine centering, light

hinged	 $ 4 .50

44	 (Z K44)used on piece . 1st day cancel on stamp, 2nd

cancel on piece	 $ 36 .00 Plus

45

	

(Z K44)Mint NH tete-beche pair 	 $ 19 .50

OFFICALS - INTERNATIONAL OFFICES

46	 1o9,10,12,14/6(Z D 1 9,10,12,13/15)Unused hinged

and hinge remnants . F to V/F centering	 $143 .40

47	 2o16(Z D111 19)Used, F/VF centering . Light but smeared

CDS cancel	 $ 15 .00

48	 2o17(Z D111 20)used, F/VF centering, CDS cancel.

Light small stain	 $ 7 .25

49	 2o24(Z D111 22)Used V/F centering, wavy line cancel$ 24 .00

50	 2o41(Z DIV 37)Used F centering, corner CDS . Nibbled

perfs to right	 $ 12 .00

51	 3o23(Z Dlv 12)Used VF centering, SON slightly

smeared GENEVE CDS cancel	 $ 30 .00

52	 3080/82(2 D1V 81/3)Used F/VF centering . Corner CDS
cancels	 $ 75 .00

53	 3o92(Z D1V 89)used, F/VF centering, GENEVA Sloan
cancel	 $ 7 .25

54
55
56
57
58
59	 Lot of 7 used Officials or International Offices

(Z D11 29z, D111 28,30,43,53y DIV 33 . DV 1 & 29.
CDS cancels . F/VF centering	 $ 6 .50

60	 Lot 18 used "Societe des Nations " overprints
(Z D 111 1/10,13/14,16,18,21/22,28 & 30) all with CDS

cancels . F/VF centering	 $175 .00

LOTS - LOTS - LOTS

61	 Lot of 30 used Strubels . 9 stamps in sound condition

with 3 plus frame lines- catalog $232 .00, stamps in

sound condition with 2 to 3 frame lines catalog $325 .00

Some interesting cancels	 $175/200 .00 Est.

62	 Lot of 121 used Standing Helvetia(Z 66D/75D less 72D).

Catalogs 436 sfr	 $ 75/80 .00 Est.

63	 Lot of 73 used "numerals " Mostly "B" numbers 58B/65B

less 59B . Interesting lot . Catalogs 20 .99 sfr	 $ 5 .00 Est.

COVERS - COVERS

64	 244,8108 & 230B on cover . WINTERTHURN TO RIDLEY PARK,
PENN . Handstamped indicates insufficient postage, but
letter was forwarded without delay . Postage was

collected from the sender . Not often seen marking . .$ 10 .00 Est.

65	 Lot of four Covers with William Tell all with VEVEY

cancels .

	

1914-1920	 $ 5 .00 Est.

5o18(Z DV1 18)used, F/VF centering .

	

CDS cancel	 $

	

7 .50

5o22(Z DV1 22)used, VF centering, CDS cancel	 $

	

6 .60

5024(Z DV1 24)unused LH,VF centering	 $

	

13 .50

709(Z DV11 9)used,

	

F/VF centering, CDS cancel	 $

	

7 .75

7012(Z DV11 12)Used,

	

F/VF centering,

	

CDS cancel	 $ 15 .00
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LOT I	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE
66	 Lot of Eight covers with William Tell (Z 118, 120,

164 & 206) mailed from smaller post offices	 $ 15 .00 Est.
67	 Lot of four covers with cancellation 0 .2 .16 Swiss

Cross from Bern and Zurich	 $ 6/7 .00 Est.
68	 Lot of 5 covers with machine cancellation 1 .1.

Postgiro Bern, Lugano,Zurich & St .Gallen	 $ 8 .00 Est.
69	 Lot of 17 covers with machine cancellation 0 .2 .6 .from

various cities . 1914/1930	 $ 25 .00 Est.
70	 Two covers with machine cancel 1 .21 Luftpost and

2 .2 .28 Heilbbaeder of 1947	 $ 2 .00 Est.
71	 Postcard from 24 April 1955 Ballon flight . SSt-31(A)

cancel plus vignette with a different cancel . Bosman
#148	 $ 10 .00? Ext.

FOLDERS - PRESENTATION BOOKLETS

72	 B334/8(Z W11 118/22) PTT folder with singles 	 $ 3 .00
73	 434/7(Z 406/9)5PTT folders . ONE with 4 singles,

4 with one each BLOCKS OF FOUR	 $ 10 .50
74	 430/33(Z 402/5) 5 PTT folders . One with 4 singles,

4 with one each BLOCK OF FOUR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 10 .50
75	 429(Z 401) 2 PTT folders, one with single, second

with BLOCK OF FOUR	 $ 3/4 .00 Est.
76	 345/6(Z 314/5) 3 PTT folders . One with singles, one

each with BLOCK OF FOUR	 $ 3 .00 Est.

LICHTENSTEIN - LICHTENSTEIN

77	 4/9(Z 4/9)used, F/VF centering, CDS cancels 	 $ 6 .00
78

79
80
81

82
83
84

85
inch piece of paper tape on face	 $ 3/3.50 Est.

86	 LBK Liechtenstein Handbook Catalog . Brand New, never
used . A must for the Liechtenstein collector . Retail

price $12 .00	 $ 12 .00

154/6(Z 144/6)on piece with first day cancel.
V/F centering .

	

Pretty	 $

	

5/6 .00 Est.
166/70(Z157/61)MNH,

	

VF centering	 $

	

15.00
Liechtenstein 301/2(Z 290/1)MNH,

	

VF centering	 $

	

16 .50
Liechtenstein 320/3(Z 309/12)MNH,

	

VF centering	 $

	

15.00

Liechtenstein 329/31(Z 342/4)MNH,

	

VF centering	 $

	

15 .00
Liechtenstein 369(Z W 32)souvenir sheet,

	

MNH	 $

	

10 .50

Liechtenstein
with Olympic

356A,385(Z 339,374)FDC as NN-R-cover
Games and Prince Adam	 $ 4/5 .00 Est.

Liechtenstein 396/9(Z 385/88)FDC as NN-R-cover .

	

One

Its our needs that bring us together.

Do you want to consign stamps to our next auction?
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49 AND COUNTING!

	

DALE EGGEN

Next year (1988) will be the 50th ANNIVERSARY since thegenesis
of our Society . This column, for the next year, will attempt
to give the membership some "snapshots" of the past as a lead-
up to to an extensive celebration that is being planned for
next year .

IN THE BEGINNING

To quote from issue number one of the original newsletter issued
by the Society, "The organization of a club for collectors of
stamps of Switzerland was a "Dream Child" nursed some time ago
by Jacques Kilcher, Harry Salisbury, and Gus von Gross, yet
its realization took not until the latter finally recruited enough
enthusiasts, to make this possible and called its first meeting,
February 28th, 1938, at 317 So . 15th . Street, Philadelphia,
Pa ." The original charter members were:

Jacques Kilcher Gustave A . von Grosse Sophie Buser
Jerome Marcus Thomas F . Harrison August Pagel

Eddie Buser, Jr . Edward Buser, Sr . Henry W . Salisbury

After 50 years, Sophie Buser is still an active participant
in the society as this year's August issue of TELL will attest.
And, again, quoting from the first issue of the Society ' s news-
letter:
"To those less fortunate and living quite a distance from our sphere, it
is but appropriate to introduce at this time, "HELVETIA'S" greatest business
go-getter, the "Sweetheart " of the Society, demure, lovable, Mrs . Sophie

Buser, custodian of the honor and reputation of our Society and country we
represent . "

Thankfully, some things don't change.

Another key event of 1938 was the Society ' s participation in
the SEPAD (Southeastern Pennsylvania And Delaware) Philatelic
Exhibition, which is held annually in the Philadelphia, PA area.
This was not one of the Society ' s brightest moments . It was
the opinions of the judges that "HELVETIA" exhibits at SEPAD
were not up to standard and rather tainted . In stepped Sophie
with a motion - that carried - that future exhibits be expertized
before showing . The precedent was established which is still
with the Society today, that of trying our best for improving
the Society for tomorrow.

(SEPAD 1988 will be the site of our formal 50th ANNIVERSARY
celebration . Come see the improvements and, more importantly,
plan to participate . SEPAD is one of the top shows in the U .S.
Our own John Hacker has been chairman for SEPAD for quite some
time now and is personally responsible for making SEPAD the
truly outstanding show it is .)

Principal articles in the first issue of the Society's Newsletter
were:

The Stamps of Switzerland - 1843-1852, by Henry W . Salisbury

Newly Detected Counterfeits by Gustave A . von Grosse
Fabricated Covers (no author given)

And, thus, we have the beginning of organized Swiss philately
in North America.
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THIS & THAT

	

STEVE TURCHIK, EDITOR

CORINPHILA, 74th Annual Sale scheduled for March 23-28, 1987.
As always the de-luxe catalogues are lavishly illustrated plus
thousands of normal and full color photographs . A prestigious
Swiss auction .

	

Information about sales are available from:

CORINPHILA, Bahnhofstrasse 1, CH-8O22, Zurich, Switzerland

--------------
PEN PALS WANTED : Requests from two individuals are listed below:

AMIL CHILESE, 3321 North 78th Street, Omaha, Nebraska 68134, wishes pen pals
particularly in the Italian part of Switzerland . Also would like to hear
from Wayne Kraemer of Nebraska and other Swiss collectors in the state.

A .J .J .M .V . DUETEHOM, BERNHARDLAAN 4, NL-6226 8H MAASTRICHT, NETHERLANDS would
to correspond with AHPS members who collect temporary (rectangular) cancels
and the International Agencies, especially League of Nations.

LUNABA '87 in LUZERN has been listed in the August 1986 issue of TELL . If,
at all interested, Dr. Felix Ganz says beds in Luzern are at a premium and
pre-reservations are an absolute MUST . The palmarés will be on Friday, May
29, 1987 . Information gotten fro Organizational Committee, POB 4004, CH-
6002, LUZERN.

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS 1987-88, Swiss Benevolent Society of Chicago has awards
of total $35,00O to Swiss Nationals or of Swiss descent . Request forms immed-
iately from Prof. Jean Devaud, Chairman of S .B .S . Scholarship Committee,
629 S . Humphrey Ave ., Oak Park, IL 60304. Completed forms & other materials
must be returned postmarked no later than March 3, 1987 . I have one informa-
tion form or call Dr . Ganz, associate editor of TELL.

Patronize Tell Advertisers
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1987 SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE

	

STEVE TURCHIK

SHARP INCREASES IN 29TH EDITION

Right on schedule in late October I received my copy of The
Amateur Collector, Ltd . SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE for 1987 (Edited
by R . F . Bulstrode, O .B.E . and H . L . Katcher) . Published in
English and in the usual handy, informative, attractive style.
Still 156 pages, but that is about where the similarity ends.

It was quite a shock to see some of the dramatic upward price
changes in material that I had thought was relatively stable
in demand . Apparently the steep decline of the pound and dollar
against the Swiss Franc has resulted in the "dramatic" price
changes.

Of the 14,179 prices quoted in the catalogue (it is stated)
7,121 had to be changed (6,975 up and only 46 down)! In order
to truly assess the current value of your Swiss collection,
one must refer to the 29th Edition (English) catalogue . Although
I purchase several other catalogs each year, I personally appre-
ciate being able to look up items in the only language I under-
stand.

For those new members to our society unfamiliar with The Amateur
Collector, Ltd ., this firm is a "Household Name for Swiss Stamps "
having advertised with us for over 30 years.

Still speaking to the unfamiliar
I am taking the liberty to clip
a listing from the essential points
included on the order form for
the catalogue.

The price of the catalogue is
actually 25 cents less this year
than the listed price last year.

Price (including 85p post and
packing) :

£6 .50 (U .S . $10 .00) Sea Mail

E8.65 (U .S . $13 .00) Air Mail
P .O . Box 242, London, N2 OYZ, England.

The Swiss Philatelist is another occasionally published magazine of the
Amateur Collector, Ltd, H . L . Katcher, Ed . It is sent to regular clients
when issued. There are very interesting stamp stories and many stamp facts
as well as a few stamp offerings . The last issue had a nice article on "The
Postage Dues of Switzerland," and the "1924 U.P.U." as well as other interest-
ing articles.

A couple of days ago I received "it's CHRISTMAS Present Time!!" No . 12 in
the mail featuring many beautiful items . In fact it is 35 pages of seldom
seen gems . Even though I can't afford to buy many of these lovelys, I still
like to know what they look like once & a while .

Principal Contents
Airmail Issues

	

Net Festival (Pro Petrie)
Blocks of Four, Mint & Used

	

Issues
Bundesfeier Cards

	

Officiel Stamps
Cantonal Issues	 Philatelic Literature
Coil Stamps

	

Postage Dues
Collections (Packets)

	

Postal Stationery
Covers

	

Pro Juventute Issues
Federal Issues

	

Railway Stamps
First Dey Covers

	

Red Cross Frank Stamps
Franco Vignettes

	

Revenue Stamps
Frank Stamps

	

Se-Tenant Pak.
Hotel Posts

	

Stamp Booklets
International Offices

	

'T" Postage Dues
InterSpace (Gutter) Pairs	 Telegraph Stamps
Language Strips

	

Tite Biche Pairs
Military (Soldier) Stamps

	

Transitional Period Issues
Miniature Sheets, Etc .

	

Varieties

To : THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
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W H 0 C A N T 0 P T H E S E?
A Couple of High Postage Items from Switzerland.
By Felix Ganz
Recently
a friendl
andfel
low phil

attests
presented me
with the
item at
right : a
Swiss
parcel
card of
1973 with
a grand

Fig.1

total of SFr . 168 .30 postage affixed to it, paid for an air-
mail parcel of 13 Kilo (about 28 .5 pounds US) to a Chicago
suburb. Most of these parcel cards today are either post-
paid by meters, or, if they are decorated with stamps, they
are retained by the postal administration of the destination
country because theoretically the addressee must sign on the
back after receiving the parcel ; but the USPS and its prede-
cessor USPO never seemed to have bothered with this UPU reg-
ulation, and thus once in a while such a card slips through.
The other item is of even more recent vintage ; to wit : it
was stuck to one of the three packages (seamail) in which
the 1987 Zumstein CH/FL Catalogues were delivered to yours
truly, for special rebate resale to you AHPS members . On
this (much newer type) parcel card there are two post office
affixed parcel post meters, from the 3000 Bern 7 office that
uses postal parcel meter III/6 (meaning the sixth meter ma-
chine of this type in postal district III) . Apparently the
maximum amount these Frama-produced meters can print out is
SFr . 99 .95, and since the postage paid in this instance was
an even SFr . 100 ., one label at 99 and a second one at 1 Fr.
was produced and affixed . This parcel weighed 12 .55 kilos,or
almost the same as the one described above : but it came sea-
mail and also contained only books at a special rate .But from
it you may see HOW expensive parcel and book post from Switz-
erland has become these days.

On these post office parcel post window meters you see at
left the office and the name of it (substation Kornhaus),
and the date : 26 08 86, plus in large figures the time of
12 noon.
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Next time around I shall ask my catalogue suppliers to run
to the closest Frama label dispenser machine for private
party labels and to feed the machine until it reads out the
highest possible denomination : SFr . 99 .95 : In the meantime
the above will have to do, and the question asked is simply:
does anyone have paecel wranpers or parcel cards with yet
higher totals of stamps or meter labels affixed? If so then
please send a photo copy to our editor for illustration.

Another, somewhat unusual item is shown partially as well,
this envelope, oversize, arrived in the
US stampless because it was part of a
mass mailing for which postage was pre-
paid at the Embrace post office . But
there must have been inland reduced
rate (second, slower tier) mail as well
as mail to foreign destinations in the
same batch. The clerk who affixed the
PP marking used the upper one, with the
star (= slower mail) for everything
When that oversight was discovered,the
clerk first scratched out the star, but

then restamped the foreign prepaid mail with the other mark
without the star, signifying regular printed matter rate.
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CIRCUIT SALES NOTES

	

EMIL L . TOBLER . MANAGER

IF YOU BUY SWISS PHILATELIC (MATERIAL, AHPS CIRCUITS PROVIDE G00D VARIETY

AND REASONABLE PRICES, PLUS DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR. If you haven't done so
already, sign up using the green form in the April '86 issue of TELL . If
you haven't got it, an SASE will get you one by return mail.

UPDATE (as of Nov 2) 13 circuits put out since July 4, each containing
a good variety of material of one or two categories, and reasonably priced.
Another 3 or 4 circuits will be mailed by year end.

QUESTIONS Two questions have been asked several times . Hopefully the follow-

ing will be enlightening to those who haven't asked them but wonder anyhow:

Q. Whatever happened to the sales book I sent you last June (or July,
August, etc .)?

A. It is presently on circuit/or/it is awaiting circulation . Circuits
are usually made up of only one or two categories of stamps or covers. They
are sent only when there is a reasonable amount of material and when there
are enough buyers buyers interested in the material . Thus, it is possible
that a book may be held by the circuit manager for as long as 6-18 month's
before being circulated, awaiting an adequate number of interested buyers,
or enough similiar material to make up a worthwhile circuit . Many circuits
sell 40-60% of net value, making the wait worthwhile for both buyers and
sellers . Once in the mail, circuits may take an additional 1-4 months to
be retired, depending on the number of buyers and other factors . The majority
of sales books, however, are retired and paid for well within one year of

receipt.

Q. I signed up for the circuits X months ago, but have not received
any yet . Did you get my application? If yes, why haven't I gotten circuits?

A. Yes, applications received . Of the 42 categories of material avail-
able, you are interested in only 2 (or 3 or 4, etc .) . No circuits containing
such material have been sent . Since July, for example, the 13 circuits sent
contained material of only 16 different categories . Some buyers with broad
interests have been on as many as 8 of those circuits . Buyers are put on
circuit lists only if the material in the circuit can reasonably be expected
to be of interest, based on answers given on the Circuit Participation Form.
Buyers with limited interests may receive few circuits, but those received
will probably be very worthwhile.

SELLERS We need telegraph, railway, Campione, hotels, errors, and almost
all types of material on cards or covers, except post 1960 FDCs . If you
haven't got enough to fill a whole book, use half books . Try to have only
one, or two related categories in a book, and it is OK to leave one or more

pages blank.

I'd like to thank all the circuit participants-buyers and sellers alike-for
their excellent cooperation . Our sellers are careful and reasonable in class-
ifying and pricing material, and buyers handle circuits expeditiously and
with care . Hope you all had a fine holiday season and that 1987 will be
your best year yet .

CIRCUIT SALES MANAGER

EMIL L . TOBLER
P . O . Box 26

BRADFORD, RI 02808
(401) 377-2238
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POSTMARKS

WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU
February 1987
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ABOUT ADVERTISING, -- PTT & OTHERS

	

STEVE TURCHIK, EDITOR

Being a "bimonthly" publication doesn't give us much more flex-
ibility in production and mailing schedules than were it

published on some other schedule. You our readers and advertisers
have definite time schedules for receiving your TELL, advertising
a product, or whatever other reason one gets our publication.
We have received requests we would like to meet, but it has
been virtually impossible to do so.

In our last issue of TELL on page 171, President Chuck LaBlonde
has laid out a schedule we are going to make every effort to
make " stick ." Many times the advertising from the PTT and others
have arrived while TELL is in the mails, printing process, and
the like . To insure getting your notice or article in TELL,
please give your editor even more lead time than the schedule
suggests . It is becoming more and more difficult to make "last-
minute" changes, additions, and the like . Your understanding
appreciated .

TO HELP PLAN WITH SWISS NEW ISSUES

Below listed is the planned issue dates of Swiss stamps for
Switzerland provided by the PTT in Berne .*

March 10 First half of the annual "Publicity" series, For the
50th anniversary of the Mobile Postoffices (35 cent-
imes ;) for the 450th Anniversary of Lausanne's Univer-
sity (50c;) for the 150 anniversary of the Swiss
Society of Engineers and Architects (80c ;) for the
railway link between Geneva and Cointrin International
Airport (90c ;) and for the bimillenary of the health
spa in Baden . At the same time, the following will
be added to the new definitive (mail transport)
series : 20 centimes, " Mule Post ;" 30c, Mail Coach;
45c, Ship Posts," 50c, "Modern Letter Carrier, and
60c, "Loading Mail onto a Plane ."

May 26 To mark EUROPA-CEPT meeting, 50 and 90 centimes,
" Modern Art and Architecture ; " also PRO PATRIA semi-
postals, (35+15 centimes ;) wall cupboard in the
Chateau d'Oex Museum ; storage chest in the Rhaetian
Museum of Chur (50 + 20c ;) cradle in Museo di Val-
maggia, (80 + 40c ;) and cupboard in St . Gallen Museum
(90 + 40c .)

Sept . 4 Second half of "Publicity" series, Centenary of Swiss
Master Butchers Association, 35 centimes ; 50th Anniv-
ersary of Stamp Day, 50c ; centenary of Swiss Dairy
Farming Association, 90c, and to mark bicentennial
tourism to Switzerland, a block of 50, 80, 90c and
1 .40 franc stamps.

Nov . 24 PRO JUVENTUTE set with " Development of the Child "

theme, 25 + 10 centimes, Christmas motif ; 35 + 15,
50 + 20, 80 + 40, and 90 + 40c, all with designs
showing pre-school youngsters at play.

*Editor ' s Note : The above information was supplied through a news release of the Ernest A.
Kehr, Stamp News Bureau, Richmond Hill, NY 11419 on behalf of the Swiss Postal Administration.
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NEW BOOKS AND CATALOGUES FELIX GANZ

19B7

	

SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE,

	

twenty-ninth edition,

	

Published

by the Amateur Collector Ltd ., H . L . Katcher, ed ., and available
from POB 242, London N2 OYZ .

	

Price $10 by seamail or $13 by

airmail . (That is U . S . dollars .)

On 155 pages chock-full of information, pictures, and of course prices you
will find information on just about anything related to the stamps of Switzer-

land, except of course a history (which would have no place in a work such
as this one anyhow) . And the bonus for all those Americans and Canadians
who have to pursue their collecting of Swiss philatelic materials as mono-
lingual and thus in relation to Swiss collecting somewhat handicapped individ-
uals, consists of the catalogue's language : it is totally in English!

While Zumstein numbers are used, there is enough difference between this
handy, spiral-bound volume and any Swiss catalogues to make it an indispens-
able part of your library . According to the advertisement in TELL, price
increases vastly exceed price reductions ; and if you add to that the deflated
dollar (in relation to all foreign currencies) you can do a bit of gloating
when pursuing the prices given (which by the way are prices at which this

firm sells its stamps ; but read the "catalogue valuations : paragraph on p .4

before ordering, or before pricing all your second and third-rate "cripples"
according to this catalogue . Condition plays a major role at the Amateur
Collector, Ltd .!

There are special tables giving prices for singles & multiples, mint, used
and on cover of stamps from the 1843 to 1862 period . (Prices are in pounds,
by the way .)

For some older "geezers" the print or font size seems to be getting smaller
every year (although it isn't) ; but which collector does not own good magnify-
ing instruments? -- Price columns are for mint and used ; but on pages 147-
155 you can find all the prices for the corresponding blocks of four.

What else can I say? That I like the catalogue very much? Sure ; it is handy,
helpful, and still pocket-size (under inch thick) . That, if for nothing
else than comparison's sake? Yes, indeed . And not being in glowing color,
as far as the illustrations go, but simply black and white, won't hurt either.
you must own most of those stamps already, anyhow!

---------------

Georg Valko, SCHWEIZ -- UEBER DIE FRANKATUREN 1892-1907 . Zumstein & Cie .,
POB 2585, 3001 Bern, Switzerland . ; 19B6. Price SFr . 35 plus postage (see
advertisement by Zumstein in this issue).

As the advertisement states, this work is a must for any half or more inter-

ested Standing Helvetia issue collector as well as "rate-ologist" of Swiss
material from the period.

Many of you have seen a preview of Mr . Valko's new work (and companion cata-
logue to his 1980's handbook) while at AMERIPEX '86 where he lectured and

visited in May, previewing the volume's contents . Well, it is here now,
impressive from A to Z and not disappointing in any way . Beautiful illus-
trations (more than half in color) all in all over 70 : just about every rate
explained; postal edicts added which over many aspects of rates' background;

and more . Although in German, the 88 pages contain so many rate tales or
like information that an "English-only" reader will easily understand most
contents once the headings or principal categories of items treated have
been translated.
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For basic price and shipping cost of single copies please refer to the adver-
tisement . Also do that if you must have the book right away . For less time-
conscious collectors interested in a little rebate, it is suggested to send
U. S . $10 and a self-addressed stamped envelope or postal card to:

Felix Ganz, POB A3843, Chicago, IL 60690-3843.
(Before JANUARY 24, 1987 (postmark)!

Exact price for a single copy within this collective order can be determined only after postage
rates have become known for a big seamail or airlift parcel.

NOTE : NO reservations will be accepted after January 24, 1987, and no extra copies will be
ordered . Collectively ordered books ought to be in members ' hands by march . Announcement of
the remainder sum due will go to all ordering parties by mid-February.

---------------

Volker Schunck and Walter Diggelmann, KARL BICKEL . Published
and printed for the Association of Friends of Karl Bickel in
Walenstadt, by BUCHS Druck & Verlag ; 1986 . 114 pages . Hardbound.
Way over 100 illustrations of which more than 50 are in color
-- some full gage.

For price information (not furnished in or with the volume) please address
fir . Albert Lendi, Lochgass, FL 4990 Vaduz, Liechtenstein, who can also answer
questions on postage for mailing by surface or air.

This beautifully printed volume is very much recommended to any philatelist
interested in the background of the many stamps fir . Bickel (who died at age
96 in 1982) created, but also in the artist's manifold other work as a
designer, commercial artist (billboards), sketches, and finally as "Paxmal,"
at the monument dedicated to peace which he almost singlehandedly erected on
his property high above Walensee in the Churfirsten mountains. Text is
exclusively in German ; but the index to his complete creative work is easily
understood . So of course, too, are all the illustrations . Enjoyable!

---------------

For those of you who tend to tarry : no more Perfins of Switzerland catalogues
remain at your reviewer's .
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GOLD & FELICITATIONS OF THE JURY

	

STEVE TURCHIK, EDITOR

SESCAL '86 LITERATURECOMPETITION

Last month on his arrival in Chicago, Dr . Ganz telephoned my home to relay
the exciting news that the "Cumulative Index of TELL and Forerunners/America
Helvetia Philatelic Society, 1985" had received a GOLD award and the special
Felicitations of the Jury . Having attended SESCAL, I was aware of the award
before his call, and I have received messages from Dale Eggen, Karl Henson,
Chuck LaBlonde and others since then . Listed below are the remarks sent
to me by Karl Henson:

"A leader in the concept of computer-produced indexes ; excellent prepar-
ation of an index to a major philatelic publication ; a guide for other indexes
to follow ; The introduction to philately of professionally-produced, computer
generated indices is long overdue, and will eventually raise the haphazard
process of philatelic research to the same level of accuracy and convenience
now enjoyed by other technical and scientific fields ."
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Georg Valko

SCHWEIZ - ÜBER DIE FRANKATUREN
1882-1907

(Postal Rates and Charges During the Standing Helvetia Period)

The collecting of letters and postal documents has become a "must" for anyone
considering himself a philatelist with a specialized collection . But much
difficulty is still encountered when attempting to discern and prove certain
tariffs, rates, fees, and charges. This volume steps into the breach as
as a major reference work.

Among the contents are found : Postal Rates for letters, postcards ; registered
mail ; court documents ; special delivery ; newspapers ; printed matter and busi-
ness papers ; merchandise samples ; parcel post (Fahrpost) ; money orders ; C00
mail and other money transmittal categories ; postal receipts . -- Conditions
for Mailing : Decrees on paying postage, underpaid mail, returned mail ; free
franking . -- Rules governing Obliterations, cancellations, postmarks . --
Special frankings : with mixed issues, bouquet frankings on cover ; philatelic
frankings.

88 pages; German text . 70 illustrations of which 47 are in color . Hard
cover bound . Format 7½ by 10½ inches.

Price SFr . 35 . for direct orders to the publishers, plus SFr.
6 .50 for seamail, or SFr 12 .40 for airmail delivery (About $22.
+ $4 or $7 .74 US) . -- Special "bibliophiles" edition (numbered;
75 made) ; $56 plus postage.

For a joint order from AHPS members, seamail delivery, send
a $10 deposit by January 25, 1987, self-addressed, stamped envel-
ope, and AHPS membership number to:

FELIX GANZ, POB A3843, Chicago, IL 60690-3843.

 ZUMSTEIN & CIE, propr . Hertsch & Co.
P . O . Box 2585, CH-3001
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"Reading Old Mail Is Fun!"
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DEADLINE FOR MARCH/APRIL 1987 TELL!

Camera ready notices no later than January 15, 1987
others earlier . Advertising copy should be in our

hands by January 20. TELL will be mailed to

publisher no later than January 25, 1987. Thank you.
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